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Details

Property Summary

Type: CommercialCommercial

Style:  OtherOther

Garage: NoNo

Has Suite: NoNo

Year Built: 19291929

Taxes:  $5,000 $5,000 (2022)(2022)

Development Level: BuiltBuilt

Description

Former Sask Wheat Pool Elevator for sale in Landis Sk. The
elevator, located on CN leased land, had a 13-car spot on a
siding adjacent to a main CN line. Total storage capacity
approx.195,000bu in 53 total bins (1320MT in the original
elevator, 2660MT in the main elevator and west annex, and
1510MT the east annex). Main elevator has the receiving area
with 60ft 51 tonne scale, operational owrate is approx.
2,000bu/hr. The elevator has a Hart #33 grain cleaner and
Eliminator air screens. 

Exterior bins include 2 x 4200bu Westeel bins (1620F) and 1 x
2050bu Westeel bin (1412F) 

O ce: The 22ft x 28ft o ce includes a control room, o ce,
and meeting room. The basement includes a bathroom,
storage, forced air furnace (with A/C), and water heater. 

Cold Storage: 30ft x 40ft cold storage building, metal siding
and roof.
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Information is deemed to be correct but not guaranteed.
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General Comments 

- The average annual throughput in the elevator was 32,000-33,000 MT, highest capacity reported was 

42,000 MT. 

- An operational flowrate of 2,000 bu/hr is a reasonable expectation through the entire facility 

 

Old Elevator Lower 

- The old elevator was constructed in 1929. 

- 11 bins for a total capacity of 1040 MT. 

- Bins 3, 4, and 9 are overhead bins and feed the reclaim conveyor via gravity, multiple slide gates per bin. 

- Bins 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, and 11 are exterior bins and feed the reclaim conveyor via a 7.5 HP reclaim, 

incline screw conveyor.  

- The old elevator features a manlift to the top floor. 

 

Old Elevator Upper 

- The old elevator is fed by a 16" screw conveyor, which feeds a two-way valve. The two-way valve feeds 

the old elevator distributor and the 16", 10 HP screw conveyor to the East Annex. 

 

Main Elevator and West Annex Lower 

- The elevator and West annex were constructed in 1973 and 1984 respectively. 

- The West annex has 12 bins for a total capacity of 1140 MT  

- All bins discharge to a reclaim drag through manual slide gates. 

- The elevator features 18 bins for a total capacity of 1340 MT. The bins all gravity discharge to the two 

bucket elevators. 

- The elevator features a manlift to the top floor. 

 

- The receiving area features a 60 foot, 51 tonne scale. 

 

Main Elevator and West Annex Upper 

- The 2 bucket elevators with 20 HP motors 

- The elevators each discharge into a 4-way valve which feed the distributors, scale, West elevator 

conveyor or East conveyor.  

 

East Annex Lower 

- The East annex was constructed in 1958. 

- The annex has 12 bins for a total capacity of 1160MT  

- All bins discharge via a manual gate to a drag conveyor. The drag conveyor is the common reclaim for 

all bins East of the elevator. 

 

East Annex Upper 

- One distributor feeds 12 bins. 

  

SELLER: LANDIS PRODUCER CO-OPERATIVE LTD 
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Track Area 

- The track is owned by CN, and leased to the Landis elevator group. 

- The Buyer will be responsible to pay for track maintenance however, CN union crews have a right to do 

the work and CN will decide what maintenance is required. 

 

Cleaner Area 

- The cleaner area features a Hart #33 as well as a Quik Clean grader. 

- Eliminator Ari Screen 

 

Environmental 

- A phase one environmental report was completed in February 2001. No major environmental concerns 

were raised. 

 

Office (22ft x 28ft) 

- 616 sqft office building features a receiving area, control area and office on the main floor. The basement 

contains the bathroom, shower and utilities. 

- The water system consists of a 1200 gallon cistern and 1200 gallon septic tank. 

- HVAC includes a forced air oil furnace and an air conditioner 

 

Outbuildings (30ft x 40ft) 

- 1200 sqft steel frame cold storage with dock 

 

Bins 

- 2 x Westeel Magnum 1620F (4200bu) smooth wall hopper bins 

- 1 x Westeel Magnum 1412F (2050bu) smooth wall hopper bin 




